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Who am I?

MSc in Mathematics (University of
Technology Vienna)
Open Source user since 1997
Professional experience as a Developer,
Sysadmin, Security Officer, Computer retail
Spent 8 years in the PKI business
Teaching IT-Security at FH Campus Wien



A short history of messaging



E-Mail

1971: Ray Tomlinson develops message system for ARPANET
1973: RFC 524: A Proposed Mail Protocol
1982: RFC 821: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)1

4,3 billion users, 269 billion messages per day2

1Now for the Internet!
2https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/email-statistics/

https://expandedramblings.com/index.php/email-statistics/


E-Mail

Quelle: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SMTP-transfer-model.svg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SMTP-transfer-model.svg


Talk

Text chat system
on Unix systems
1980
Between local
users currently
logged in on same
host
Dozens of users per
host
⇒ Instant
messaging Quelle:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instant_messaging#/media/File:
Unix_talk_screenshot_01.png

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instant_messaging#/media/File:Unix_talk_screenshot_01.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instant_messaging#/media/File:Unix_talk_screenshot_01.png


IRC

Createt by Jarkko
Oikarinen in 1988
Users connect to
server
Communication
segregated in
channels
Group messaging
File transfers
Channel history on
server Quelle:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Relay_Chat#/media/File:
Screenshot_of_HexChat_in_Windows_8.png

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Relay_Chat#/media/File:Screenshot_of_HexChat_in_Windows_8.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Relay_Chat#/media/File:Screenshot_of_HexChat_in_Windows_8.png


ICQ

Launched in 1996
by Mirabilis
Made term IM
popular (100 million
users at peak)
GUI clients on all
platforms
Later: Offline
messaging, Group
chats

Quelle: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICQ#/media/File:
Screenshot_of_ICQ.png

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICQ#/media/File:Screenshot_of_ICQ.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICQ#/media/File:Screenshot_of_ICQ.png


Skype

Release in 2003;
sold to eBay (2005),
than MS (2011)
Esablished voice
and video
660 million users,
214 billion minutes
per year, 40% share
of international
phone calls3

Quelle: https://www.maxpixel.net/
Woman-Skype-Laptop-Home-Computer-Internet-835470

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skype#Usage_and_traffic

https://www.maxpixel.net/Woman-Skype-Laptop-Home-Computer-Internet-835470
https://www.maxpixel.net/Woman-Skype-Laptop-Home-Computer-Internet-835470
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skype#Usage_and_traffic


WhatsApp

First release in 2009
Mobile based; no account or
credentials visible to user

Privacy issues
Share status of users, quickly
supplanted SMS (in USA)

Push notifications
Later: Voice, video calls
60 billion messages per day
(2017)1 Quelle: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:

WhatsApp_chatting.jpg

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/258743/

daily-mobile-message-volume-of-whatsapp-messenger/

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WhatsApp_chatting.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WhatsApp_chatting.jpg
https://www.statista.com/statistics/258743/daily-mobile-message-volume-of-whatsapp-messenger/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/258743/daily-mobile-message-volume-of-whatsapp-messenger/


Messaging paradigms



Internet architecture

The internet, as it was intended by its inventors at the IETF and the IAB,
has a decentralized structure: Multiple distinct hosts spread across the
globe, all speaking the same language and beeing able to interact with
each other.



Decentralized Messaging

Source: daxx.com



Centralization

In recent years, servers and services have increasingly been centralized
into the hands of a few companies, causing a segregation of the
internet(s).



Centralized Messaging

Source: daxx.com



Centralized Messaging

Source: daxx.com



Distributed Messaging

How about
serverless, but really
without servers?

Source: daxx.com



Centralized vs. Dezentralized

Just works
Easy upgrade path
All your data are belong to us
Easily disrupted
App hell

Chose provider, setup account
Slowest common denominator
My data, my host
Development of one vendor
benefits the whole ecosystem
One client to rule them all
Private & public networks



Pseudo Decentralization

Abbildung: E-Mail provider marketshare in the USA 20174

4Source: https://www.statista.com/statistics/547531/
e-mail-provider-ranking-consumer-usa-age/

https://www.statista.com/statistics/547531/e-mail-provider-ranking-consumer-usa-age/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/547531/e-mail-provider-ranking-consumer-usa-age/


Decentralized vs. Distributed

Data stored on server
Data stored on all federated
servers relevant to it

Easy bootstrapping
More attack surface
Features easier to implement

Data stored only on clients
relevant to Communication
Bootstrapping hard; often
pseudocentralized
Ephemeral devices harder to
attack
Often features missing (offline
messages, groups,
multidevice)
Often needs a lot of overhead



Matrix



What is Matrix?

An open network for secu-
re, decentralized commu-
nication.
—matrix. org

Source: matrix.org

matrix.org


What is Matrix?

Started 2014
Core purpose: Synchronise decentralized conversation history
Aims to be a bridge between different messaging systems
Open Standard

Client - Server communication
Server - Server Communication
Application Service API
End2End Encryption



Usages

Messaging
1:1
Group messaging

WebRTC Signalling
Voice- and video communication

Bridging communication islands
Base for applications (Bots)
IoT data exchange



Bridged communication

Abbildung: Bridged networking infrastructure[Hod17b]



Bits & Pieces

The Matrix Foundation provides (amongst others):
The specifications
Reference Homeserver implementation (called synapse)
Reference Client Riot (Riot.im)5, available for Browsers, Desktops6
and mobile
SDKs (Go, Java, JS, Objective-C, Python)
Public homeserver at matrix.org
Paid homeserver hosting

Many third party Clients and SDKs available!

5Not to be confused wirh RIOT-OS
6Electron based

matrix.org


Riot

Source:https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Riot.im_1.0.1_Screenshot.png

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Riot.im_1.0.1_Screenshot.png


Current State

Works well

Messaging (Single and group)
Multidevice usage

Works OK

Voice and Video calls (Group video via jitsi.org)

Works not well

Encryption key management (getting better)
Only one account supported
Message history (scrolling, searching)

jitsi.org


Some matrices are islands

In early 2018, the french government decided to create a segregated
Matrix network for its official government messaging service. 7

Forked version of Riot as client which ist currently used
5,5 million users
30 federated homeservers (one per ministry)

7https://fosdem.org/2019/schedule/event/matrix_french_state/

https://fosdem.org/2019/schedule/event/matrix_french_state/


Getting Started

1 Open https://riot.im
2 Click on Getting started
3 Install Riot for your platform or open it in the browser
4 Register at the matrix.org homeserver

You will get a MXID (matrix ID) of the form
@username:matrix.org

5 Invite your friends
6 Join room #linuxwochenwien:matrix.org

https://riot.im
matrix.org


CoMatrix



Matrix behind the scenes

Matrix is built on common web standards. All communication happens
via HTTP calls to a RESTful API. Transport security is provided by TLS,
data is exchanges in the JSON format.

Sending a message

curl -XPOST -d '{"msgtype":"m.text", "body":"hello"}' \

"https://alice.com:8448/_matrix/client/api/v1/rooms/\

ROOM_ID/send/m.room.message?access_token=ACCESS_TOKEN"

{

"event_id": "YUwRidLecu"

}



Constrained devices

This web stack is well supported and proven to work in the usual
domain of PCs/servers/Ethernet/WiFi.
But in the IoT, we are often confronted with Constrained Devices, for
which our established assumptions do not work8.

Computing constraints

CPU not powerful enough for expensive cryptography (MHz vs.
GHz)
Code needs to fit in little RAM (KB vs. GB)
Code needs to fit in little flash storage (KB vs. TB)

8RFC 7228: Terminology for Constrained-Node Networks[KEB14]



Constrained devices

This web stack is well supported and proven to work in the usual
domain of PCs/servers/Ethernet/WiFi.
But in the IoT, we are often confronted with Constrained Devices, for
which our established assumptions do not work8.

Network constraints

Very little bandwidth (B/s vs. MB/s)
Limited time to send or receive data (Latency)
Network connections not reliable (TCP vs. UDP)

8RFC 7228: Terminology for Constrained-Node Networks[KEB14]



Constrained devices

This web stack is well supported and proven to work in the usual
domain of PCs/servers/Ethernet/WiFi.
But in the IoT, we are often confronted with Constrained Devices, for
which our established assumptions do not work8.

Power constraints

Battery powered devices
Required uptime: years (Sleeps most of the time)
Battery drained by CPU, network usage (mW vs. kW)

8RFC 7228: Terminology for Constrained-Node Networks[KEB14]



Constrained Networks

IoT devices often use Low Power Wide Area / Low Power Wireless
Personal Area Networs (LPWAN/LoWPAN). They are (usually) using free
frequency spectrums and come with quite a few
limitations:[SB11a][SB11b]

Limited duty cycle (1s uptime - 99s downtime)
Limited bandwidth (< 100s kbit/s)
Mesh routing
No multicast
Limited frame size
No reliability (no ACK)



Constrained networks

6LoWPAN

Uses IEEE 802.15.49 for low layer communiction
Allows real IPv6 communication on 127 byte frames

Lora(WAN)

LoRa: Proprietary PHY layer by Semtech
LoRaWAN: Open Network layer on top of LoRa
Very low bandwidth (a few bytes per message) and power
consumption
Long range (up to 50 km in open areas, a few km in urban spaces)

9just like ZigBee



Application Layer

In our regular webstack, we are sending JSON over HTTP over TLS over
TCP.

TCP: Too chatty (3-way handshake, ACK, retransmissions)
JSON: Textual format⇒ too verbose
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Application Layer

In our regular webstack, we are sending JSON over HTTP over TLS over
TCP.
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⇒ No HTTP
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Constrained Stack

Luckily, the IETF has worked for a long time to resolve these problems.
The core (Constrained RESTful Environments) working group has
published a list of standards.



Constrained Stack

Luckily, the IETF has worked for a long time to resolve these problems.
The core (Constrained RESTful Environments) working group has
published a list of standards.

UDP (User Datagram protocol)

Replaces TCP on Layer 4
Smaller Header (8 byte vs.≥ 20 byte)
No connection state

⇒ no package overhead
Easier package spoofing



Constrained Stack

Luckily, the IETF has worked for a long time to resolve these problems.
The core (Constrained RESTful Environments) working group has
published a list of standards.

DTLS (Datagram transport layer security)10

Replaces TLS
Uses UDP instead of TCP

Record can get lost
Extra DoS protection in handshake
Low bandwidth authentication possibilities instead of certificate

Preshared key
Raw public key

10[RTM19][RM12]



Constrained Stack

Luckily, the IETF has worked for a long time to resolve these problems.
The core (Constrained RESTful Environments) working group has
published a list of standards.

CoAP (Constrained application protocol)10

Replaces HTTP
Uses UDP instead of TCP

ACKs can be piggypacked in application messages
Binary header
Adds OBSERVE verb

10[SHB14]



Constrained Stack

Luckily, the IETF has worked for a long time to resolve these problems.
The core (Constrained RESTful Environments) working group has
published a list of standards.

CBOR (Concise Binary Object Representation)10

Replaces JSON
Binary encoding instead of textual
Easier to parse then ASN.1/DER

10[BH13]



CoMatrix

CoMatrix (Constrained Matrix) tries
to combine the powerful semantics
of Matrix with the restrictions of
constrained environments. We aim
not to create a new protocol, but to
elevate Matrix by making it
accessible via the constrained
stack, too.



CoMatrix

We aim to build
Code for constrained nodes to
communicate via CoMatrix
A gateway which can translate
between regular Matrix and
CoMatrix traffic
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The End!
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